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IEDHNICAL . PATA and ALIGNl1EW'
PROD~URE

for

BELL T.V.201

TELEVIS ION RECEIVERS

SPEQIFICATIONS:The receiver is aligned ready for use on the nine New Zealand
Channels with three spare positions provided in the tuner.
Picture carrier I.F.
Sound carrier I.F.
Adjacent channel rejection traps
A.G. C.

38.9
33.4
31.9
40.4

mcls
mo/s
mcls
mcls

PICtyRE KEXED SYSTEl1

Sensitivity for 10V pIp on the cathode of the picture tube with a
modulated R.F. signal and cont~ast control in the maximum clockwise position.
Channels 1 - 3
4 - 9

10 uV
14 uV

Aerial Input

300 ohms balanced to earth

Mains Input
Power consumption

230 A.C.
180 watts

VALVE COMPLEMENT
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
~

B6B
B7A
B7B
BBA
B8B
~A

.~

:&1B
B10
B11
B12
B13
B14A
B14B
B15
B16A
B16B
B17

R.F. amplifier
Oscillator mixer
1st video I.F. amplifier
2nd video I.F. amplifier \
and A.G.G. delay clamp ..J
3rd video I.F. amplifier
Video output amplifier }
Keyed A.G.G. tube
Sync separator
-.
Frame blocking oscillator~
Sync amplifier
Phase discriminator
Line oscillator
Line pull in triods
Line output amplifier
Booster diode
EHT rectifier
Frame output amplifier
1st sound I.F. amplifierl
Noise inverter
)
2nd sound I.F. amplifisr
A.F. sound amplifier
Sound output amplifier
Picture Tube

ECC189
EDF86
EF183
EF184
EF184
ECL84
OOF80

J

ECF80

)

ECF80

}

EL36
El88

DY87
EL86
EDF80
EF184
00182

AW 59/90

2.
GENERAL

DESCRIPTION of

f

Ip!XJEIVER

The tuner used 0n this receiver is a Philips AT7638/20 turret
type using a double triode (ECC189 as a cascode R.F. amplifier, with a triode
pentode (ECF86) as the mixer oscillator.
Low impedance coupling is used
between the tuner and the vision I.F. amplifier so that the effect of strong
interference signals will be minimised.
VISION

I.E.

The three stage video I.F. amplifi.r uses an EF183 as the first
valve which has a large valve cathode resistor to give sufficient D.C. feedback
to stabilise the voltage between the grid and cathode with slight variations of
voltages and components in the A.G.C. circuit.
An unbypassed 39 ohm resistor
is included in the first video I.F. amplifier cathode circuit to reduce the
effect of A.G.C. variations on the input capacitance of this value.
For small
signal conditions the third grid of the second I.F. valve is used to clamp the
tuner A.G.C. voltage until the input Signal reaches 1 M.V.
VIDEO DEI'ECTOR and AMPLIFIER
The video detector - an OA70 germanium diode -passes the composite
video Signal to the grid of the video amplifier via a ~.5 Mcls trap circuit
L2,C26.
The contrast control is located in the plate circuit of the video
amplifier (ECL84) valve, which ensurss that the sync. signal amplitude is
independent of contrast control settingo
Although the contrast control varies the peak to peak value of the
signal, the black level at the picture tube is kept substantially constant
due to the fact that the D.C. voltage at the H.T. side of the potentiometer is
equal to the black level of the signal.
The Signal from the video amplifier
valve is D.C. coupled to the cathode of the picture tube.
The brightness control alters the D.i. voltage on the first grid
of the picture tube between 17 and 104 volts.
A series combination of uV.D.R.
resistor and a .47 mfd condenser is connected between g1 of the picture tube and
ground to suppress the spot when switching the receiver off.
SOUND CHANNEL

The 5.5 MC/s sound Signal is taken off from the video detector and
passed to the grid of the first sound I.F. amplifier via T1.
The sound I.F.
amplifier circuit, using two valves B14A and B15 amplifies the 5.5 Mcls F.M.
The demodulated audio
sound Signal and feeds it to the discriminator unit T3.
Signal is amplified by the triods section of B16A then passed to the grid of B16B.
After amplification by B16B the Signal is passed through the
output transformer T4 to the loudspeaker.
A.M. suppression is obtainted by
an amplitude modulation negative feedback circuit from g2 to the second sound
I.F. amplifier to g1 of B14A •
.} Additional suppression is obtained by s. diode limiter in the anode
circuit of B15.
The amplification of the sound I.F. is controlled by an
A.G.C. voltage derived from the discriminator and fed to g1 of B14A.

3.
SYNC. SEPARATIOI{
The sync. separator is the pentode section of a EJF80 (B7A).
The
composite video signal is applied to the grid of B7A via a long time constant
network (C42, R64) and D.C~ restored at the grid of B7A by grid current.
The
valve B7A has a short grid base due to the low screen voltage (15V) and therefore
as the composite video signal voltage is much larger than the grid base the valve
is only able to conduct during the synchronising pulses.
Noise pulses extending
above the amplitude of the synchronising pulse on the composite video signal
will produce excessive grid current in B7A, thereby charging the coupling capacitor
C42.
The resultant nsp:e..t::i·iTe grid potential holds B7A cut off until the
charge has leaked a ..'"3.Y through the grid resistor R64.
The synchronising
pulses following a noise pt:.lsc a::-eU1Grsfore not produced in the anode circuit
of B7A.
This Gffe cJj :is called HBLOCXIKGll.

Inverted noise p'llses can be added to the composit6 video Signal
at the grid of the sync. separator B7A to reduce the effects of noise on the
synchronising of the Y'eceiver and prevent blocking.
The noise inverter triode
B14B has the composite video signal applied to its grid, but is normally nonconducting due to the positive cathode bias voltage.
Noise pulses excGeding
the amplitude of the vjdGO c~use the v~lv6 to conduct producing amplified negative
going pulses at its anodec
R61, the series resistor to the separator valve
grid, is used as the anode lo~d resistor for the noise inverter, and the noise
pulse is there:f,) re effc8tivel:J cancelled at the control grid of the sync.
separator valve~

B8A, which is the sync. e.:npJ.ifier and clipper, is normally held in
the "Bottomed" condition J since the grid is returned to H.T. via the anode circuit
of B7A.
The negative going sync " pulses from B7A drive B8A through conduction
to cut off.
Due to the small grid base - compared to the Signal on the grid of B8A a large positive going sync " pulse that is clipped by "bottoming" as well
as "cut off ll in the valve~ is p."c':)vided at the anode.
LINE PHASE DISCRIMItJA'tQR
The composite synchronising signal from the anodee,'of the sync.
separator B8A is differentiated (by C44, R75) to remove the frame pulses.
The
differentiated pulses are then applied to the anode of the phase discriminator
(B8B) while a positive going reference sawtooth from the line output transformer
is applied to the grid.
The triode phase detector (B8B) is pulsed into
conduction by the sawtc'Jth pulse 9 and the current flowing in the valve is
proportional to the anode voltage at t~8 instant the pulse is applied. The
avorage anode voltage of B8B is therefore proportional to the phase difference
between the synchronising pulse and the reference sawtooth.
This voltage is
filtered by B74, C48 and applied as a control voltage to the grid of B9A,the line
oscillator ..

The oscillatcr valve B9A is used in a Colpitts cathode coupled circuit
as a sine wave oscillator.
The output voltage on the anode of B9A is shaped b~
R86,R87 and C56 to provide the necessary sawtooth voltage to the grid of the line
output valve.
The drivin?; voltage on the ~rid of tho line output valve is
stabilised by a voltage depsl:dsnt Tfsi.:::;tor tR120) so that th€ picture width will
not vary with normal mains voltage variations.
When the syncIL":'cn.:i..sing. A3ignal falls outside the catch range of the

line osc.lllator, the pull in circuit is used to syno~se the line oscillator
directly~
"The operation of the pull in circuit is as follows~
Flyback pulses with an amplitude of 30V pip are applied to the anode of
the diode X2, and negative sync. pulses with an amplitude of approximately 20V
to its cathode.
Coincidence of these pulses gives a mean negative anode
voltage at X2 of -14 volts, whereas the anode voltage becomes -1 volt when
synchronisation is lost.
The voltage on the anode of X2 is applied via R125
to the grid of the pull in triode while sync. pulses are applisd to the cathode.
When the receiver is synchronised the -14 volts applied to the grid of the pull
triode (B9B) keeps this valve cut off~
When synchronisation is lost however, the voltage on the grid of
B9B falls to -1 volt and the sync. pulses on the cathode of B9B are amplified
and fed via RSO,C50 to the grid of the line oscillator.
As a result the
oscillator will be synchronised directly by the sync. pulses and the frequency
will fall within the hold range.
However, this will lead to coincidence of
the pulses on X2, a negative voltage of -12 volts on t~e grid of B9B, and the
sync. pulses through the pull intriode will be cut off.
With the application
of this circuit the catch range is practically equal to the hold range while the
features of a flywheel circuit with a large hold range and narrow catch range
are maintained, e.g. The hold range of this receivGr is 1460 C/s while the
ca tch range without pull in is 340 C/S •..
LINE OUTPUT STAGE
Horizontal width i.s-'adjustsd by R94 which adjusts the reference
current through the V.D.R. R120.
The voltage developed across R120 then sets
the working point for the grid of the line output valve B10 and as R120 acts as a
rectifier for large asymetrical signals the voltage across R120 isinversly
proportional to the current in the line output transformer.
Using this circuit
a 10% mains voltage variation results in only 1.9% variation of E.H.T. and a 1.25%
variation of th~ line deflection current.
-FRAME TIME BASE and AMPLIFIER
The frame sync. pulses are taken from the plate of the sync. amplifier
and separated from the line pulses by two stage integrator K2.
After the
integrator a diode clipper is inserted in the circuit to remove any residual
line and/or noise pulses.
The frame oscillator, B7B, is of the blocking
oscillator type, synchronised by positive frame pulses applied to the grid.
The plate supply for B7B is derived from the boost voltage and R121 is included
in this circuit to stabilise the voltage at the anode o~ B7B.
The sawtooth
voltage is applied to the grid of the frame output valve, which has negative
feedback applied from the anode to the grid via C69, R107.
The frame output
transformer has a V.D.R. (R122) across the primary wb.ding to st£,!>j'j,,~ th-e
frame height which could othe~rise alter with HT variations due to mains voltage
fluctuations.
A.G.C.
In this system of generating an A.G.C. control voltage, the triode
section of a ECL84 (B6B) is used as a D.C. amplifier.
A fl~back pulse from
the line o¥put transformer is applied across a V.D.R. (R117) and the negative
voltage so developed (-20Ov) is connected through the voltage dividing chain R53,
the A.G.C. control R55,R56 and R57 to the boosted voltage Un!;,
The anode of B6B is connected to a tapping on this cha~.
The
voltage on this tapping is dependent upon the internal resistance of the valve
(B6B).
A. positive voltage is applied to the cathode of this valve and the valve
will conduct when the ~rid VfD)ltage (video signalplu'3 D.C. voltage fro.!» the anode
of the video amplifier) rises above a certain level.
Variations of the average
anode vo~tage of B6B will cause variations of the voltage on the slider of the
A.G.C. potentiometer, so creating the A.G.C. control volt;:l.ge.
The cvntroJ.
voltage for the tuner is obtained by a voltage divid"r b%1.IS6rl-.the-.negative
voltage (-20Ov) and the cathode of the first I.F. valve.

5.

The H.T. supply of 218V is produced in a full wave voltage
doubling network using silicon diodes X1, X4 and C74, C73. A 6.8 ohm ,resistor
is used to limit the current surges through the diodes. A separate C.R.T.
heater winding is used and the balance of the heaters supplied by a centre
tapped 12.6V winding.

ALIGNMENT

INSTRUCTIQN~R TH~

BELL T , V. 201

IlFRAME GRID"

I .F.
-,

Equipment required:
Oscilloscope
Sweep Generator
Marker Generator
Bias Voltage Supply
VISION ALIGNMENT:
Use 68K resistor and .47 400 volt condenser in series with Y amplifier
lead for all measurements.
During alignment lieap generator output at minimum necessary
to give accurate results.
Remove side cover from tuner.
ionnect 6V bias across 018 with positive lead to pin 9 of B3.
Connect oscilloscope Y amplifier lead to C.R.T. cathode lead.
Turn contrast control to maximum.
Set tuner to an unused channel.
Turn the cores of 81;5,13,12,11,10 and tuner I.F. fully QUI.
Turn the cores of 814,9,8,7, and L1 fully IN.
Connect the output lead from the sweep generator to pin 2 of B5.
Set sweep generator to sweep over the I.F. band then tune S16 to give response
as shown in fig. 13. Tune S15 next to give response as shown in fig. 14.
Change the sweep generator lead from pin 2 of B5 to pin 2 of B4 and tune
S1.3,S14 to give response as shown in fig. 15.
Next inject the sweep generator signal into the grid of B.3 through C15.
Tune L1 for a minimum at .3.3.4 and tune S12 to give response as shown in fig.
16; then tune S11 for response as §hown in fig. 17.
Change sweep generator lead from C15 and connect to M2 on tuner. Tune S9 for
dip at .31.9mc/s and S10 for dip at 40/4 mcls
Next tune S7,S8 and tuner I.F. to give response as shown in fig. 18.
This completes the vision I.F. alignment.
The sound alignment is the sme
as outlined an page 7.
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SOUND r. F. ALIGNMENT
Connect bias of 4.5. volts between junction of (RS,R3) and chassis
with positive lead to chagsis.
Connect scope lead to anode of B14A via diode probe as shown
in fig. 5.
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Unscrew slugs in S4 and L2.
Where possible use 5.5 mc/s crystal otherwise set sweep generator to 5.5 mc/s and
connect to sound take off coil (junction of R37,L3 and C52)
Tune 81 and 82 for maximum response at 5.5 mc/so
Response should be as shown in fig. 6_
Change scope' lead from anode of B14A to anode of B15.
Adjust S3 and S4 far maximum gain and symetrical response as shown in fig. 7.

5.5 mc/s.

FiG. 6.

FIG. 7.

Remove diode probe from oscilloscope and connect oscilloscope to output of
sound discriminator . i.e. C9.
Adjust 86 to give 5.5 mc/s in centre of .curve and ad~ust 85 for maximum response.
Required waveform is as shown in fig. 8.
Connect scope via diode probe to anode of B6A and tune L2 for maximum dip.

- "- -7--5.5 mc/so

V
FIG. 8.

TUNER

DATA

and ALIGNMENT

PROCEDURE

Realignment of the tuner is not normally necessary and should
only be attempted if the tuner has been repaired.

When aligning the R.F. circuits, the part of the response curve
between the vision and sound markers should be as flat as possible.
The
response curve is Shown in fig. 12.
With the fine tuning control set to the middle of its range, the
receiver oscillator should be adjusted to the oscillator frequencies set out
below~

VISION CARRI~
45.25
55.25
62.25
175.25
182.25
189.25
196.25
203.25
210.25

QHMf~

1•

2.
3
4

5
6
7
8

9

OSCILLATOR
84.15
94.15
101.15
214.15
221.15
228.15
235.15
242.15
249.15

SOUND CARRIER
50.75
60.75
67.75
180.75
187.75
194.75
:a01.75
208.75
215.75

The gain of the tuner is 35 times when the output of the tuner is loaded
with a 1K resistance.
The heater voltage and current of the tuner is 15.3 volts at 300 m.a.
With the tuner A.G.C. voltage set to 0 volts the oscillator anode
voltage is 130 volts and the current is 10 m.a.
The R.F. valve anode
is 180 volts and the current is 25 m.a •
~
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SOUND

R.F. ALIGNMENT of the TUNER

Connect oscilloscope to M1 and apply the R.F. sweep signal to the
aerial terminals.
Damp the aerial circuit S1,S2,S3 with a 390 ohm resistor.
1•
S'witch tuner to c.hannel 3.
2.
Adjust C10 and C15 for as good a band-pass curve as possible.
3.
Switch tuner to channel 9.
4.
Adjust the coils S10 and S11 for as good a band-pass curve as possiblo.
5.
6.
Repeat steps 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Remove the damping resistor and switch to channel 3.
7.
Adjust C8 for as good a band-pass curve as possible.
8.
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